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spirit, and left too little cultivable land to the Irish.
Yet the, planters, in the main Scots, were akin as Scots
to the Gaelic people which held territory on both sides
of the ^ narrow sea; the conditions from which they
came differed less from those they came to than was
the case with English migrants. They made, there-
fore, a more useful population. Also, broadly speaking,
they came to work the land, whereas in the South
settlers became at once employers of native Irish
labour. Later, when attempts to enforce a conformity
in religion disturbed the Scottish Protestants in their
own country, they fled in large numbers to the neigh-
bouring Ulster, where dissenters had comparative
immunity from persecution. The main object of
State policy in Ireland being to multiply Protestants
and diminish Catholics, no Protestant was seriously
harassed by reason of his religious tenets.
Thus in Ulster the proportion of Protestants was
large from the early Stuart period, and constantly
'maintained itself; : while in'-the other provinces >, it
dwindled away, except in the landlord class and the
: professions, which were a preserve of the Established
Church. Also, Protestantism had in Ulster 'the
violently anti-Roman character which was traditional
with the Scots : and that stamp was accentuated by
certain antagonisms which elsewhere did not exist.
Outside of Ulster, the Protestant was the'landlord,
or if a tenant, was generally an exceptional and
favoured person. But in Ulster, Protestants and
Catholics were peasants competing against each other
for the lease of every farm : and as population in-
creased, land hunger grew, and the Catholics were
generally willing to accept a lower standard of living
and to pay a higher rent. This made for detestation
of them. Also, because in 1641 Ulster and Ulster
only was strongly in Protestant hands, the rebellion
of that year took the form of a conspiracy to overpower
the Protestants by a sudden concerted surprise. Else-
- where this was unnecessary: Protestants were too

